CONVERT REPORTS TO SPREADSHEETS IN JUST SECONDS

NeXtract is a report data extraction application that reads your computer-generated reports and converts them to live data in a database, spreadsheet, or web page. NeXtract can automate extractions, so a single click of the mouse does the report-to-spreadsheet transformation instantly. NeXtract integrates easily with LaserVault Reports, or can be used as a stand-alone program.

The purpose of NeXtract is to be able to rejuvenate data that is stored on a report, by reconditioning it back into digital data that the user can then process in new ways with general purpose applications such as Excel or Microsoft Access.

Create templates to tell NeXtract exactly what information to extract from a report. Selecting information to extract is as simple as highlighting a field and clicking a button. Templates can be saved and reused.

- Perform sales analysis, including trend analysis over a range of dates, products, and customers.
- Retrieve data for auditing purposes quickly and efficiently.
- Export report data into spreadsheet programs such as Excel.
- Create and save customized templates for extraction.
- Include certain dates outside of a chosen range.
- Exclude certain dates inside of a chosen range.
- Perfect for end users – no need to generate custom programs to extract needed data.

You can use the data preview screen to view the data that you have extracted from the report. You can sort, filter, and format the data using the data preview options. Sorting and formatting options are stored with the template. Use the print preview options to format your extracted data for printing. You can define the printer orientation and margins and the font and font size.